
June 15th, 2021
Dear Representatives:

We write to you today as survivors of gun violence to ask that you support
HB562 which will address everyday gun violence. This bill will make critical
public safety improvements that will help keep children, families and
communities safe by:

● Reducing the number of illegal guns: Universal background checks on
all gun sales will ensure that all guns in Illinois are sold with a
background check.

● Allowing Illinois State Police to remove guns from people with a
revoked FOID card who have not surrendered their gun.

● Addressing trauma: HB562 directs 9 million dollars to fund
community and school based mental health services in the
communities most impacted by gun violence. These mental health
services are critical in responding to the trauma gun violence creates
and breaking the cycle of violence.

● Solving gun homicides: The bill will allow police to trace guns sold at
private sales because it requires stronger record keeping
requirements

While no bill will stop all gun violence, we ask that you remember that if we
can even save one life, passing this legislation is worth it. Please honor
those lost with action this Wednesday by passing HB562.

Signed:

Abbey Parks, Widow of Clay Parks who was lost at the Henry Pratt Co. mass
shooting
Delphine Cherry, Mother of Tyler Randolph and Tyesa Abeny
Tom Vanden Berk, Father of Tommy Vanden Berk
Tre Bosley, Brother of Terrell Bosley



Millagros Burgos, Mother of Alexandria Imani Burgos
Elizabeth Ramirez, Mother of Harry “DeeJay” Rodriguez
Phil Andrew, Survivor of Laurie Dan mass shooting
Anna Edwards, Mother of Imario Ballard
Elizabeth Bolden, Mother of John Bolden
Mechelle Moore- Carter, Mother of Erin Xavier Carey
Joanne Hill, Mother of Timothy M. Hill
Celeste Campbell, Mother of Matthew Rodgers Jr.
Evangelist Harriett Holmes, Grandmother of Nahmar T. Holmes
Antoinette Mitchell, Mother of Ireal C. Mitchell
Brenda K. Mitchell, Mother of Kenneth D. Mitchell, Jr.
Tre Bosley, Brother of Terrell Bosley


